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Baba Shukr.A record of the achievements of the great Sufi saint, Baba Fareed, in the years of 1437 to 1447 Hijri, his spiritual
connection with the Creator, God (Allah). t/f Translations into English from the Urdu version of Baba Fareed's jiyan-e-Kalam.
ganj Shakar, kalam. Baba Farid is the inspiration for all Sufis and it is said that the Kalam of Farid is the Kalam of all Muslims,
the Quran and the miracles of Islam. Fayaz-i-Tavarikh. Baba Fareed (Furqan Farooqi) was one of the most prominent religious
scholars of the Shahjahan period in the Indian subcontinent. He was also a teacher of the great Sheikh Ghulam-ud-Din Lahori,
also known as Baba Bulleh Shah. Birbal, the king of Delhi, appointed him his personal scribe and kalem as well as a poet. He

was a poet and the kalem of Sultan Zahir-ud-Din Aybak who was famous for his hunting prowess. kalam baba farid pdf
download The Kalam-e-Baba Fareed is the most famous and popular book in the field of Islamic Studies, which was written by
great Sufi Saint Maulana Shukr-e-Baijrani, commonly known as Baba Fareed. The biography of the great Baba Fareed and his
life are the result of deep study and research done by the author and he made use of various sources including 'the Hijāʼat-E-

Mujawama' (The History of his Life), 'The Life of Baba Bulleh Shah', 'Abrásidhiyat-e-Hijáʼat-E-Bahrán' (Abridged version of
the History of his Life) and 'Kalam-e-Khuwaja Ghulam Farid' (A collection of the most important sayings of the great saint,

Baba Bulleh Shah). The book, Baba Fareed has been compiled by Sahib-e-Hijāʼat, Baba Fareed's son, Maulana Zafar-e-Baqar,
who along with its structure and writing style is a prominent feature of the
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